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 The right to vote is a fundamental tenant of American democracy.  The Fifteenth, 
Nineteenth, Twenty-Fourth, and Twenty-Sixth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution prevent 
federal and state governments from removing a person’s right to vote based on race, sex, and age 
(U.S. Const. amend. XV, XIX, XXIV, XXVI).  Disabled people1 were largely left out of 
legislation that protected voting rights until the Voting Rights Act of 1965.  Since then, there have 
been a number of acts that further protect disabled people’s rights to vote.  However, existing 
legislation may not be doing enough to ensure disabled people have the access they need to 
actually participate on Election Day.  Whether it is due to understaffed polling places, 
uneducated polling place workers, or willful noncompliance with the law, there are barriers that 
the 61 million disabled Americans face every election year that prevent them from participating 
in their civic duty of voting (Disability Impacts Us All, 2020).  This study will look at the lived 
experiences of disabled voters to see how widespread polling place inaccessibility is across the 
country, and whether accessibility challenges differ depending on whether a state is majority 
Democrat or Republican.  
Literature Review 
 Before delving into the history of protections for and disenfranchisement of disabled 
voters, one must understand how elections are run in America.  Elections are administered by 
local governments, where state governments control the rules and policies each town or county 
 
1 This paper will utilize identity-first language when speaking about disabled people, as it is the preferred 
terminology of the disabled community and activists. Identity-first language places one’s disability or diagnosis 
before the term “person,” rather than the conventional person-first language that mentions the person before the 
disability. Identity-first language is a resultant of the disability pride movement, and “expresses disability pride with 
direct statements…[that] focuses on I am rather than I have…” (Guidelines, 2020). It is argued that identity-first 
language “still has the word ‘person’ in it – and you don’t truly ‘see’ them if you don’t acknowledge their 
disabilities” (Hawley, 2020). 
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must follow, and town or county governments choose poll locations and establish local election 
commissions or registrars of voters to ensure smooth-running elections on the ground (National 
Conference of State Legislatures, 2020a).  This decentralization is essential to my research, as no 
two states – or even towns within the same state – administer elections in the exact same way.  
There are both positive and negative aspects to this, with the main positive point being that each 
state and town can tailor how and where elections are held to best fit local needs based on 
climate, geography, and infrastructure (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2020a).  On 
the other hand, it can cause “mismanagement and inconsistent application of the law,” where a 
disabled person in one state is denied accommodations they would have otherwise received in a 
different state (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2020a).  In the context of this 
investigation, I am able to see how the partisanship and institutional configurations of a location 
affect access to the polls.  For example, a city that is primarily Republican may designate more 
buildings to be polling locations in areas that are guaranteed to vote Republican than in areas that 
will vote Democrat.  If elections are administered on a town level, officials may be more aware 
of infrastructure problems (such as unpaved roads) than someone who does not live in the town 
and will plan the locations of polling places accordingly to prevent unnecessary barriers to 
voting. 
 The cost of elections also falls to the states.  There are three main ways in which states 
pay for elections: 1. State governments cover the full cost of administering elections, 2. State 
governments split the cost with town governments by either reimbursing each town or, like in 
Rhode Island, paying for everything except polling places and workers, and 3. State governments 
pay for the full election if the ballot only contains state issues, or up to the full cost of state issues 
on the ballot (Hubler and Underhill, 2018).  In 2002, the federal government spent more than $3 
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billion dollars to assist in the implantation of the Help America Vote Act, but they have not 
contributed any more financial assistance to ensure continued compliance across the fifty states 
(Help America Vote Act, 2002) (Hubler and Underhill, 2018).  With the amount of financial 
support and enforcement of laws varying in and across state lines, it is not implausible to see 
how disabled voters can slip through the cracks and not have access to voting, despite having a 
legal right to participate. 
 Although the federal government does not interfere with the administration or cost of 
elections, there have been five main federal laws enacted to support disabled people’s right to 
vote.  The first of these laws is the Voting Rights Act (VRA) which was passed in 1965.  The 
VRA enables blind and disabled voters to choose one person to assist them while voting and 
outlaws the practice of requiring voters to be able to read, write, or reach a certain level of 
education in order to cast a ballot (U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, 2014).  
These two requirements set the precedents that disabled people must be included in the electoral 
process, and that they are allowed certain protections to ensure their inclusion.  Nearly twenty 
years later, the second important law was passed: the Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and 
Handicapped Act of 1984 (VAEHA).  The VAEHA recognizes that just because disabled and 
elderly people have a right to vote, does not guarantee that they can access polling places; it 
requires all states to make polling places for federal elections accessible for elderly and disabled 
people (U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, 2014).  Unfortunately, the VAEHA 
does not define what minimum accessibility should look like, so it was left up to each state to 
decide what “accessibility” would mean for them. 
 In 1990, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was passed, and standards of 
accessibility across the country became more uniform.  The ADA covers “all aspects of voting, 
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including voter registration, site selection, and the casting of ballots” and explicitly defines the 
ways in which states can meet the required guidelines (U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights 
Division, 2014).  In June of 2016, the Department of Justice updated the ADA requirements for 
accessible polling places.  They created a free, twenty-nine-page PDF document that lists out all 
conditions that must be met from the polling place parking lot to the actual room where voting 
takes place (U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, 2016).  The document also 
contains examples of common problems that can lead to inaccessibility and provides solutions 
for how they can be remedied (U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, 2016).  The 
ADA is one of the most, if not the most, well known pieces of federal legislature protecting 
disability rights, so one would hope that the existence of a free, up-to-date checklist would help 
guarantee that polling places across the country will remain compliant and accessible. 
 Three years after the ADA was passed, the federal government also passed the National 
Voter Registration Act (NVRA) of 1993.  The goal of the NVRA is to increase voter registration 
levels of disabled people by requiring “all offices that provide public assistance or state-funded 
programs that primarily serve persons with disabilities to also provide the opportunity to register 
to vote in federal elections” (U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, 2014).   Although 
disabled people at the time now had the right to vote, legal protections for building accessibility, 
and an increased opportunity to register to vote, there were still many accessibility problems 
once inside the voting room.  These were not addressed until the Help America Vote Act 
(HAVA) was passed in 2002.  HAVA requires states to provide voting booths for disabled voters 
that guarantee the same privacy and independence that is given to able-bodied voters (U.S. 
Government Accountability Office, 2009).  This means states were now required to install at 
least one auditory voting booth for blind and visually impaired voters and at least one wheelchair 
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accessible voting booth at every polling place.  The U.S. Attorney General has the ability to 
bring civil action lawsuits against noncompliant states or jurisdictions, in order to enforce the 
requirements of the Act (U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2009). 
 Federal laws that protect the rights of disabled people may exist, but what ensures that 
states will comply?  In short, it is the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution.  Located in 
Article VI, section 2, the Supremacy Clause states that “the Laws of the United States…shall be 
the supreme Law of the Land,” superseding any state laws that may exist (U.S. Const. art. VI, § 
2).  Any state laws that prohibited disabled people from voting were nullified with the passage of 
the VRA.  Even if states did not have any laws regarding polling place and voter registration 
accessibility at the time the ADA, NVRA, and HAVA were passed, they were and are still 
required to abide by these laws. 
 Although federal law preempts state law, the enforcement of federal laws is often left to 
the states.  As Margaret Lemos, a professor at Duke University School of Law, notes, “state 
authority to enforce federal law is a relatively recent phenomenon” that began in the 1980s 
(Lemos, 2011).  Typically, when a law is passed, the governing body that created the law is also 
responsible for enforcing it.  The state enforcement of federal laws changes this process: one 
government enforces the laws of a separate government.  However, the question of why state 
governments enforce federal laws still exists.  What happens if a federal law is not enforced?  
Lemos identifies two main motivators that explain why states comply with federal law: political 
and financial incentives (Lemos, 2011).  In most states, the attorneys general – the usual 
enforcers – are elected officials who want to remain in office.  To do so, they must ensure that 
their constituents are pleased with their job performances, which means enforcing laws like the 
ADA to allow disabled citizens full access to their communities.  On the financial side, 
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“litigation is expensive,” so towns and counties seek to avoid having to pay out large sums of 
money for ADA violations. (Lemos, 2011).  It is much cheaper to install temporary wheelchair 
ramps or repaint a parking lot to include handicap parking spaces, than it is to pay attorney fees 
and go to court. 
 Unfortunately, there are ways for states to bypass these laws and prevent disabled people 
from voting; most notably is through voter disenfranchisement.  There is a long history of voter 
disenfranchisement in America, beginning before American Independence, when only white, 
land-owning men ages 21 and older could voter.  During the 1800s, women, slaves, Native 
Americans, and – state depending – free Black men were barred from voting.  It was not until 
1870 that Black men were given the right to vote, but in the South these rights were not protected 
(Scher, 2010).  During the Jim Crow era, Georgia implemented a poll tax that effectively blocked 
Black people in the state from voting.  By 1921, “at least twenty-six states, including all of the 
Southern states, imposed a poll tax…as a prerequisite to voting” (Scher, 2010).  These polls 
taxes went unchallenged until 1937, in the Supreme Court case of Breedlove v. Suttles which 
argued that the law in Georgie violated the Fourteenth and Nineteenth amendments of the 
Constitution (Breedlove v. Suttles, 1937).  The Supreme Court found that the poll tax was in fact 
constitution, as it was not put in place with the “purpose of denying or abridging the privilege of 
voting.” (Breedlove v. Suttles, 1937).  Although this case has since been overturned, it shows 
how deeply entrenched voter disenfranchisement is in the American political system. 
 In the present day, the disenfranchisement of disabled voters often takes shape in the 
form of voter ID laws.  Voter ID laws exist in thirty-six states and require people to produce 
proof of identification in order to receive a ballot at the polls.  In eighteen of these thirty-six 
states (ten of which are in the South), identification must have a photo of the person on it; these 
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include driver’s licenses, military or tribal IDs, or a state ID card (National Conference of State 
Legislatures, August 2020b).  Obtaining a photo ID is a large barrier for disabled voters, as many 
are unable to afford the costs of paying for a new ID or have transportation issues that make it 
difficult to get to offices like the Department of Motor Vehicles.  Even if a person’s state does 
not require a photo ID, and instead accepts items such as bank statements, disabled people who 
live with family members or caretakers may not have these documents if bills or mortgage 
payments are not made in their name (Stewart, Ansolabehere, and Persily, 2016).  With claims of 
voter fraud growing from the Republican Party, many states are choosing to keep or even 
strengthen their voter ID laws, which further prevents disabled people from voting. 
 Informal disenfranchisement of disabled people also occurs when there are long wait 
times at polling places.  Disabled people are not the only group affected by long wait times at the 
polls; nonwhite and low-income neighborhoods often have wait times that are nearly double that 
of their white and/or affluent counterparts.  Researcher Stephen Pettigrew found that during the 
2012 presidential election, nearly 14.5 million people waited over thirty minutes to cast their 
ballots – of that 14.5 million, 3.5 million people waited for more than an hour to vote (Pettigrew, 
2017).  During the 2020 election, these wait times have only gotten worse.  According to an 
article by the BBC, some voters in Georgia waited for nearly ten hours during early voting in 
October (Levinson-King, 2020).  Multiple hour-long waits are not acceptable to any voters, but 
survey evidence shows that most Americans are willing to wait up to an hour to vote (Pettigrew, 
2017).  Disabled Americans may feel differently, however.  For people who use oxygen tanks, 
have strict medication schedules, or have chronic pain or fatigue syndromes, waiting for even 
thirty minutes can be difficult and require quite a bit of planning ahead.  When given the choice 
between one’s health or voting, it is not unreasonable to believe many disabled people may be 
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turned off from voting if they know they know there will be significant wait times at the polls. 
 While there have been many studies regarding how well the ADA has been implemented 
since the bill’s passage and discussions about changing how accessibility is measured, there has 
been little research done that examines and compares the experiences of disabled people in 
different regions of the country with respect to polling place accessibility (Bishop and Jones, 
1993; Church and Marston, 2003; Gostin, 2015).  This paper will attempt to add to this body of 
research, as well as compare voting accessibility between towns of different sizes and partisan 
identities within the same states. 
Hypothesis 
 Based on the information above, I hypothesize that states that both identify as Republican 
and are in the South will be the least accessible for disabled voters – even if they have large 
populations of disabled people – due to strict voter ID laws and long lines at polling places.  
Although these two barriers predominately affect low-income residents and people of color,  
disabled people are also affected if they do not have an ID or have physical or medication-related 
constraints that make waiting in a long line a challenge.  Within each state, I expect suburbs that 
lean Democratic to be more accessible than both large cities and rural towns of either partisan 
identity.  Suburbs tend to have a greater sense of community than cities and better infrastructure 
than rural towns, and people who identify as Democrats often have more welcoming and 
accepting attitudes towards marginalized groups than some Republican counterparts.  I believe 
this will result in ease of transportation for disabled voters, shorter wait times, and polling place 
workers who feel more comfortable interacting with people who may look or communicate 
differently than themselves.  Finally, regardless of the size of town or the majority partisan 
identity of a state, I predict majority Democratic cities, suburbs, and rural towns to be more 
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accessible in terms of welcoming polling place workers. 
Methodology 
For this study, I compared the accessibility at polling places in eight states – four 
predominantly Republican states and four predominantly Democratic states.  To select which 
states I would use, I used The New York Times’ interactive 2016 Presidential Election Results 
map to create a list of the states Donald Trump won and the states Hillary Clinton won (The New 
York Times, 2017).  I then cross-referenced this list with the National Disability Rights 
Network’s 2019 ranking of states’ total disabled population (National Disability Rights Network, 
2019).  To make sure the states that I selected had a sizable population of disabled people, I 
prioritized their ranking on the National Disability Rights Network’s list over Clinton or 
Trump’s win margin.  In the end, I selected Arkansas, Mississippi, and Oklahoma for 
predominantly Republican states; Connecticut, Maryland, and Massachusetts for predominantly 
Democratic states; and New Hampshire and New Mexico as swing states.  Because of how close 
the win margin was between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump in the two swing states, I 
classified New Hampshire as a “leans Republican” state and New Mexico as a “leans 
Democratic” state. 
Fig. 1 – Chosen States and Correlating 2016 Election Result and Disabled 
Population Ranking 
State Name (A-Z) 
% of Votes Donald 
Trump Won 





Arkansas 60.6% 33.7% 18 
Connecticut 40.9% 54.6% 15 
Maryland 33.9% 60.3% 30 
Massachusetts 32.8% 60.0% 10 
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Mississippi 57.9% 40.1% 13 
New Hampshire 46.5% 46.8% 25 
New Mexico 40.0% 48.3% 1 
Oklahoma 65.3% 28.9% 3 
 
 Because the barriers that come with having a disability are very personal, I decided a 
qualitative study would fit the nature of the topic best.  A person’s experiences voting may 
change over time if their age, location, or disability status changes.  For example, someone who 
becomes physically disabled later in life may have never had problems accessing their polling 
place until they were no longer able to use stairs.  Additionally, disability awareness and 
acceptance has become more prevalent in society, meaning polling place workers today may be 
more welcoming than they were thirty to forty years ago.  A qualitative study that consists of a 
survey and an interview will allow participants to reflect on positive and negative voting 
experiences, without attempting to control for every possible confounding variable.  In a study 
with a target population as broad as this one (voting eligible adults who identify as blind, Deaf, 
and/or physically disabled that live in either New England, the Mid-Atlantic, South, or 
Southwest; and city, county, or state level officials who oversee the implementation of elections), 
there are bound to be many confounding variables that, if completely controlled for, would make 
it very difficult to respondents. 
Mexico and Oklahoma are ranked first and third for the sizes of their disabled population, 
so I will conduct an in-depth case study of each state in order to garner a deeper understanding of 
both the challenges faced by voters with disabilities, and the actions their local governments 
have taken to address said issues.  Data collected from the remaining six states will be compared 
against New Mexico and Oklahoma to determine similarities or differences.  I will begin by 
comparing states that lean Democratic to other states that lean Democratic, before moving across 
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partisan lines and comparing red and blue states to one another. 
Within each state, I have also selected two cities, two suburbs, and two rural towns – one 
red and one blue of each.  It is important that I look at towns of different sizes, as disabled people 
will experience different barriers based on their location.  For example, a person who lives in a 
large city may have to wait in line for over an hour to vote, whereas a person in a suburb or rural 
town might be able to cast their vote as soon as they arrive at their polling place.  On the other 
hand, people who live in rural areas, or even suburbs, may live far away from their polling place 
and must make transportation accommodations in order to arrive before polls close.  I will 
compare the red and blue cities, suburbs, and rural towns to each other in each state to determine 
if differences in local funding contribute to or cause differences in accessibility.  I used a similar 
method to choose the towns as I did the choose the states.  I began by using Cubit Planning’s 
“Demographics and Census” feature to access lists of towns by populations for each state (Cubit 
Planning, 2019).  Next, I cross-referenced these lists with The New York Times’ An Extremely 
Detailed Map of the 2016 Election to ensure that the towns I chose did in fact have different 
political preferences in the 2016 election (Bloch et al., 2018).  Due to the populations of some of 
the states in my study, the population sizes I used to define a city vs. a suburb vs. a rural town 
vary from those used by the U.S. Census Bureau.  In my study, a city is defined as a having a 
population of 40,000 people or more, a suburb has 20,000 to 40,000 people, and a rural town has 
20,000 people or less. 
Fig. 2 – Chosen Towns by State, Ranked by Population 
Cities  




(19,999 people or less) 
Little Rock, AR (D) 
Rogers, AR (R) 
Hot Springs, AR (D) 
Benton, AR (R) 
El Dorado, AR (D) 
Maumelle, AR (R) 
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Bridgeport, CT (D) 
Bristol, CT (R) 
Groton, CT (D) 
Trumbull, CT (R) 
Old Saybrook, CT (D) 
Ellington, CT (R) 
Baltimore, MD (D) 
Glen Burnie, MD (R) 
Clinton, MD (D) 
Essex, MD (R) 
Langley Park, MD (D) 
Ballenger Creek, MD (R) 
Boston, MA (D) 
Billerica, MA (R) 
Marlborough, MA (D) 
Dracut, MA (R) 
Sudbury, MA (D) 
Pembroke, MA (R) 
Jackson, MS (D) 
Gulfport, MS (R) 
Tupelo, MS (D) 
Olive Branch, MS (R) 
Clarksdale, MS (D) 
Gautier, MS (R) 
Manchester, NH and Nashua, 
NH (both D) 
Keene, NH (D) 
Derry, NH (R) 
Peterborough, NH (D) 
Pelham, NH (R) 
Albuquerque, NM (D) 
Rio Rancho, NM (R) 
Alamogordo, NM (D) 
Hobbs, NM (R) 
Sunland Park, NM (D) 
Los Lunas, NM (R) 
Oklahoma City, OK (D) 
Broken Arrow, OK (R) 
Muskogee, OK and 
Bartlesville, OK (both R) 
Claremore, OK and Ada OK 
(both R) 
 
I will survey members of state chapters of the National Federation of the Blind, National 
Association of the Deaf, and local disability rights coalitions.  I will start by asking participants 
how easy it is for them to vote.  From there, my survey questions will address: 1. What barriers 
or challenges have you faced at your polling place when trying to vote in previous elections?  2. 
Have you contacted your local officials about these barriers?  If yes, how did they respond?  If 
not, why?  3. How would you like to see these barriers addressed?  4. Has the COVID-19 
pandemic created any new barriers to voting? 
I will also survey local officials for each town or county to gain insight on their 
perspectives of the accessibility of their town’s polling places.  I will ask local officials questions 
regarding the following topics: 1. What role does your office play in administering elections?  2. 
Has your office ever received complaints or suggestions from voters with disabilities on how to 
improve access?  If yes, how did your office respond?  3. Has your office ever surveyed residents 
about their views on how accessible polling places are to them?  If yes, what were the results?  4. 
How easy is it for Deaf and blind voters to receive accommodations?  5. Is there anything 
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specific you would like to see implemented to help disabled voters access the polls better?  At 
the end of each survey, there will be a section for respondents to opt-in to participating in an 
interview where they will expand on the answers given in the surveys.  For a full list of survey 
questions for disabled voters and election officials, please see the appendix. 
By surveying disabled people and election officials in the same states, I will be able to 
see how assessments of polling place accessibility compare between the two groups.  
Additionally, comparing responses between the two groups will allow me to determine whether 
election officials are as in-tune to problems of accessibility as voters would like them to be, and 
if disabled voters are satisfied with the ways election officials respond to problems brought to 
their attention.  If I had only surveyed one group, I would not get a full understanding of how the 
experiences of disabled voters and the work of election officials intersect with one another. 
Data & Analysis 
 Surveys were sent out to disability associations and election officials on January 30, 2021 
and response collection ended on March 13, 2021, allowing recipients of the survey link six 
weeks to respond and distribute the survey to other members of their organizations if necessary.  
Interviews were scheduled on a rolling basis, with the first interview occurring on February 12, 
2021 and the last on March 6, 2021.  Despite allowing adequate time for people to participate in 
the survey and interview, I only received sixteen total responses by survey, interview, or direct 
email contact.  Of the sixteen respondents, four were election administrators (one interviewee, 
two survey respondents, and one email respondent), one was a disability rights advocate 
(participated in an interview), one was a representative of a state chapter for the National 
Federation for the Blind (email respondent), and 10 were disabled people (ten survey 
respondents, two of whom participated in interviews).  Below is a breakdown of the 
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demographics of survey respondents. 
Fig. 3 – Demographics of Disabled Survey Respondents 
Question Number of Answers Breakdown of Answers 
“What state do you live in?” 10 
9 – Connecticut 
1 – No answer 
“How would you describe 
your disability?” 
10 
8 – Deaf 
1 – Blind 
1 - Other 
“Do you identify more as a 
Republican, Democrat, or 
Independent?” 
9 
5 – Independent 
4 – Democrat 
1 – No answer 
“What is your gender 
identity?” 
10 
8 – Female 
1 – Male 
1 – Non-binary 
“What is your age range?” 10 
5 – 50-69 years old 
2 – 70 or older 
2 – 30-49 years old 
1 – 18-29 years old 
“What is your race?” 10 
8 – White 
2 – Two or more races 
 
Fig. 4 – Demographics of Election Official Survey Respondents 
Question Number of Answers Breakdown of Answers 
“What state do you work in?” 2 2 – Maryland 
“What type of government do 
you work for?” 
2 
1 – County 
1 – Other 
“What is your gender 
identity?” 
2 2 – Male 
“What is your age range?” 2 2 – 50-69 years old 
“What is your race?” 2 2 – White 
 Although I had initially planned for my data to be representative of disabled voters from 
different partisan-leaning states and election officials who work for different levels of state 
government, this was not the case.  My data is skewed heavily in favor of Deaf people from 
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Connecticut and election officials from Maryland.  I will supplement my data with case studies 
and lawsuits from recent years regarding polling place accessibility around the country. 
Survey Responses from Disabled Voters 
 Responses from disabled voters are skewed heavily towards Deaf people, so there were 
very few instances of people reporting having faced accessibility challenges at their polling 
places (eight out of ten people responded “No” when asked if they have ever faced accessibility 
challenges).  When asked if the COVID-19 pandemic has created any new barriers to voting, 
eight people responded – there was an even split amongst respondents with four people 
answering “No” and four people answering “Yes”.  Of the “Yes” answers, two people 
elaborated; one person who identifies as blind noted that their accessibility ballot was almost not 
counted, the other person who identifies as “Other” for their disability status said there were 
fewer polling locations because of COVID-19 which made it more difficult for them to cast a 
ballot. 
When asked how they would like to see barriers to voting addressed in the future, there 
were two responses.  The blind voter said they hope poll workers receive “more training on how 
to work with the accessible voting machines” and that improvements are made to the machines 
so that voting is able to be completed fully independently, without the need of “sighted 
assistance to fix bugs.”  The other response came from a Deaf voter.  They recommended that 
spoken communication or instructions from poll workers “could be prerecorded with an 
American Sign Language (ASL) interpreter, or a script could be provided for those who can read 
and write in English.”  These additional modes of communication would help to eliminate 
confusion or inaccessibility between Deaf voters and hearing poll workers. 
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 Overall, there appear to be very few glaring issues of polling place accessibility in 
Connecticut.  The majority of survey respondents felt that workers at their polling places are very 
welcoming (five responses), while the rest felt neutral about the welcomeness of their polling 
place workers (four responses).  In terms of how easy it is to vote, nine out of ten respondents 
said that it is generally very easy to vote (the tenth respondent did not answer the question) and 
their local officials address any issues or questions they have about the voting process when they 
are contacted.  However, it must be emphasized that while these results are skewed heavily in 
favor of the Deaf community in Connecticut, they are not representative of the experiences of all 
Deaf voters in Connecticut. 
Interview Responses from Disabled Voters and Activist 
 I conducted two interviews with disabled voters, one Deaf and one blind; and one 
interview with a hearing child of Deaf adults (CODA) who is also a disability rights activist.  All 
three interviewees live in Connecticut.  Although the three participants have different disabilities 
or experiences in the disabled community, there was one main theme that was consistently 
brought up: accessibility is better now than it was in the past, but it can always be improved. 
 The disability rights advocate works for a group that promotes disability rights in 
Connecticut by working with the state government, disability and civil rights attorneys, and the 
disability community.  As a member of this organization, she works with the Secretary of State 
to create a hotline for people to report accessibility issues, as well as going out to measure the 
accessibility of randomly selected polling places on Election Day to help ensure that polling 
locations remain compliant with the ADA.  In previous years, many of the inaccessibility 
problems her organization dealt with were in regard to accessible voting booths not working, 
communication problems between Deaf voters and hearing polling place workers, or polling 
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place workers who were not sure if disabled voters could receive help from a family member 
while voting.  The 2020 election differed from this pattern, in that there were “many issues with 
screen reader accessibility of absentee ballots.”  Due to COVID-19, blind voters in Connecticut 
could choose to receive an absentee ballot virtually and fill it out on their computers before 
printing it out and turning it in manually.  Unfortunately, the advocate said her organization 
received many complaints about the ballots being incompatible with people’s screen readers, 
forcing people to print out the form and fill it out with the help of a sighted friend or family 
member. 
 A second new problem arose in 2020 as a result of the pandemic.  Previously, voter 
registrars in each town would be required to go to assisted living facilities and group homes to 
help residents register to vote and collect absentee ballots following an election.  Because of 
public health concerns, the registrars were not able to do that this year and the responsibility was 
passed to facility workers.  At the time of the interview (February, 2021), the Connecticut Center 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) had still not made a decision on whether the 
responsibility would be returned to the registrars for future elections, or if facility workers will 
permanently be responsible for ensuring their residents are registered to vote and participate in 
elections.  The disability rights community is “worried that if the registrars don’t take this 
responsibility back, something bad will happen,” meaning a significant drop in the participation 
rates of disabled people who live in assisted living facilities. 
 “On a lighter note,” the advocate says Connecticut has “some of the friendliest laws for 
providing IDs for voter registration” so if the state were to enact stronger voter ID laws, disabled 
people would not be significantly disenfranchised.  Currently, Connecticut requires voters to 
either present a social security card; a printed form of identification with their name and an 
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address, signature, or photo; or sign an affidavit under penalty of perjury affirming that a person 
is who they claim to be (FAQ – Voter Identification, n.d.).  In the future, the advocate said she 
“hopes to see voter registration vans partnered with the Secretary of State” that will travel around 
the state to take people’s pictures and signatures and make them voter ID cards on the spot to 
encourage more voter participation from the homeless community and the disabled community. 
 The second person I interviewed was a Deaf woman who has lived in a Republican-
leaning city in Connecticut for more than forty years.  In that time, she has made friends with the 
workers at her polling place, so she rarely experiences problems when she goes to vote because 
everyone knows who she is.  On the chance that she encounters a new worker who is not familiar 
with her, she says she is “lucky” because she can “read and write English, lipread well, [she] can 
communicate with people who don’t sign.”  But, she notes, not all Deaf people are as educated or 
privileged as her and if they cannot use ASL with a poll worker, they cannot communicate.  I 
asked her a variety of questions ranging from her own personal experiences voting to what she, a 
leader in the community, feels Deaf people in the state need most to increase their voter 
participation.  All of her answers came back to the same issue: Connecticut should provide more 
information and access in ASL.  During the 2020 election cycle, there was very little coverage of 
the ASL interpreters at press conferences for members of the state government, so she and other 
members of the Connecticut Association of the Deaf (CAD) had to create vlog posts to get 
information out to the community, especially about absentee voting.  She would like to see 
“more ASL access available on TV about the voting process, on debates, and at rallies” to 
include the Deaf community more in political events and processes. 
 When asked what Connecticut’s strengths and weaknesses are in terms of voting 
accessibility for the Deaf community, she said she cannot determine strengths vs. weaknesses 
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because “there are many sides of the coin” where some strengths are also weaknesses, and some 
weaknesses can be turned into strengths.  Rather than focusing solely on what the state is 
lacking, she prefers to educate Deaf people on how they can advocate for themselves and educate 
hearing people on how they can improve communication access for the community. 
 The last person I interviewed was a blind man from Connecticut who recently moved to a 
Republican-leaning rural town in New Hampshire.  His experiences voting differ from the Deaf 
people I surveyed and interviewed, because the barriers he faces do not stem from 
communication problems but from the use and function of accessible voting booths or screen 
readers.  Specifically, he says he has always had trouble with polling place workers who “know 
in vague terms what to do with the [accessible] tablets, but it takes them several minutes to set it 
up” and he often encounters “glitches” where the program with either start auto-scrolling or the 
option to write in a candidate’s name does not open when clicked on.  When these issues occur, 
he says he has to call over a sighted worker to restart the program, which he feels takes away 
from his ability to fill out a ballot privately and independently. 
When asked how the pandemic affected his access to the polls, he said his accessible 
absentee ballot was almost thrown out.  Because he filled the ballot out on a computer with the 
use of a screen reader, he was able to type to type his name into the signature line rather than 
signing it manually.  However, he was only the second person in his entire town to use the 
accessible absentee ballot, so the person who received his ballot to count it did not know that a 
typed signature was permissible and set it aside rather than counting it.  He says a poll worker 
called him to explain that he filled the ballot out incorrectly, and he had to explain to them that it 
was an accessible ballot, so a typed signature is allowed by law.  Only after “educating the poll 
worker” did they count his ballot. 
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I asked him if he had any thoughts on the state’s strengths or weaknesses in voting 
accessibility for the blind community.  He responded saying “the primary strength is also a 
weakness – everything has to be a paper ballot that has to be handed in which is good because it 
ensures vote security, but it’s also a weakness for people with print disabilities.”  He would like 
to see a way to make accessible absentee voting permanent and hopes that in the future it will be 
possible to receive and return absentee ballots in person rather than having to mail them. 
As a whole, the size of one’s town does not seem to make too significant of a difference 
in access to the polls in Connecticut.  Rather, it is the relationship a person has with their polling 
place workers, polling place workers’ levels of awareness, and communication access that 
determine whether voting will be accessible for a person.  The Secretary of State already works 
with disability rights organizations to improve access to the polls, but there is much work to be 
done in improving access to information through ASL and educating polling place workers on 
how to operate accessible voting machines. 
Survey Responses from Election Officials 
 I only received two survey responses from election officials, both of whom work in the 
state of Maryland.  As noted in the chart about, one reported that they work for a county 
government, while the other person said they work for “Other” in terms of the level of 
government.  Despite this, both people said their offices “administer all federal, state, and county 
elections,” so their offices perform the same time of work.  Because both respondents work in 
the same state and have similar responsibilities in administering elections, they also had nearly 
identical answers to following questions.  When asked how their offices support voters with 
disabilities, both respondents stated that they ensure all polling places in their districts are ADA 
compliant and have an accessible voting machine.  One respondent noted that they also ensure 
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that there are Deaf election officials, which one can assume would increase voter participation 
from the Deaf community. 
 In terms of accessibility on Election Days, the two respondents both said that Deaf and 
blind voters must request ASL interpreters and braille ballots ahead of time, and that the average 
wait time to vote at any given polling location is roughly fifteen to thirty minutes.  In general, the 
requirement to request accommodations ahead of time does not constitute a large barrier to 
voting, so long as the Deaf and blind communities are made aware of this.  Wait times of fifteen 
to thirty minutes are not overly excessive and may be unavoidable if polling locations in each 
district service large numbers of people.  As mentioned above, though, a thirty-minute wait time 
may deter physically disabled voters. 
 The respondents’ answers differed when it came to where suggestions to improve 
accessibility come from and what measures they, personally, would like to see implemented to 
improve accessibility to voting.  The respondent who reported working for a county government 
says that their office receives suggestions or complaints directly from voters themselves, while 
the respondent who works for an “other” level of government said all suggestions come to their 
office from the local Commission on Disabilities.  Although suggestions and complaints come 
from different sources, both offices are reported as responding quickly and effectively to address 
any issues.  As for suggestions the two election officials themselves have on how to improve 
access to the polls, there were split answers.  The “other” level of government worker said they 
do not have any suggestions, and there is nothing specific they would like to see implemented.  
The county government worker, on the other hand, had two main suggestions.  They would like 
to see “better county transit” to make it easier for disabled voters to actually get to the polls, and 
more ASL interpreters at polling places on Election Days for Deaf voters. 
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 Based on the survey responses I received, it appears that the two offices of election 
administration that the respondents work at work hard to ensure polling places in their districts 
are accessible, and that individual local officials may be in tune to problems faced by disabled 
voters and have their own suggestions on how to fix these problems.  Unfortunately, these results 
cannot be extrapolated to election officials in the entire state of Maryland, or across the country. 
Interview and Email Response from Election Officials 
 I communicated by email with an election official for Bristol, CT (Republican-leaning 
city) who discussed how she ensures that the city’s nine polling locations remain ADA 
compliant.  She makes sure that each accessible voting machine in the town “is serviced annually 
to be sure all components are in working order” and runs several test ballots through the 
machines before Primary and General Elections to ensure that the machines work as well as 
possible on Election Days.  Additionally, her office designates more handicap parking spaces 
near building entrances and exits during Election Days, no matter how many already exist at a 
polling location.  During the Primary Elections in the summer of 2020, construction took place at 
one of the polling locations that blocked access to the wheelchair ramp.  To correct this, her 
office “rented a temporary handrail and ramp [that were] professionally installed and removed by 
the company” they were rented from.  Although she did not address access to ASL interpreters, 
this election official made it clear that access to the polls is an important issue for her office and 
that they do all they can to make sure disabled voters are able to vote. 
 I also interviewed an election official for a Rio Rancho, NM (Republican-leaning city) 
who has experience administering elections on a city, county, and federal level in New Mexico.  
At the city level, she says her office is responsible for making sure elections are run in 
accordance with state and federal election codes.  Her office has received “a lot of feedback” on 
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how they can improve access to the polls, and “uses it to improve on voting machines, access to 
ballots, or experiences at polling locations.”  She says the feedback often comes simply from 
phone calls from individuals, and that the office’s relationship with the disabled community in 
Rio Rancho “has always been exceptional.”  To make sure everything runs smoothly on Election 
Days, the election official says she personally created a “how-to” sheet with steps on how to 
operate the accessible voting machines and information on the rights of disabled voters.  She 
says polling place workers find these “how-to” sheets very helpful for if they get nervous, tired, 
or even if they just forget what to do.  When asked if there is anything that she would like to see 
done to help improve access, she said there is nothing specific that comes to mind but that “an 
abundance of training and communication to disabled communities is always essential, you can 
never have too much.” 
 Both election officials that I communicated with directly work in Republican-leaning 
cities, but the partisanship of their cities does not impede the access disabled voters have to the 
polls.  Both women take their jobs very seriously and use their positions to make sure Deaf, 
blind, and physically disabled voters are able to vote if they choose to do so. 
Case Studies 
 At the start of my research, I had hoped to survey and interview disabled voters and 
election officials from a variety of states across the eastern and southern parts of the U.S.  
However, due to low response rates and a lack of geographic diversity in my own research, I 
chose to supplement my survey design with case studies from around the country during the 
2016 and 2020 elections. 
 The first case study was conducted by Dr. Ramona Guthrie and Dr. Meryl Piccard of 
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Seton Hall University in New Jersey.  They documented the problems faced by visually impaired 
woman named Nikki G. when she attempted to participate in early voting in October 2020; 
Nikki’s location is not given to help protect her identity.  Many of the issues Nikki experienced 
stemmed from uneducated poll workers.  To start, Nikki’s polling place splits voters into to 
books based on last name, A-I and J-Z; although Nikki spelled her name to the poll workers and 
showed them her ID, they ended up searching for her name in the J-Z book and could not find it, 
so they gave her a provisional paper ballot (Guthrie and Picard, 2020).  Although we cannot 
know for certain why the poll workers did not look for Nikki’s last name based on her license or 
verbal spelling, it may be attributed to infantilizing or patronizing microaggressions (Keller and 
Galgay, 2010).  These occur when an able-bodied person either believes they know better than a 
disabled person or do not fully listen to a disabled person, even when the topic is the disabled 
person’s own name. 
 While Nikki was filling out her provisional ballot, her husband noticed an accessible 
voting machine across the room and asked the poll workers if they could turn it on for Nikki to 
use.  The poll workers agreed to turn it on, but “[a]fter a few minutes of two poll workers reading 
instructions, plugging in cords, pushing buttons that did not respond to touch, and waiting for 
lights that never came on, it became evident they were not properly trained to operate the voting 
booth” (Guthrie and Picard, 2020).  This is an instance that clearly shows the need for the “how-
to” sheets created by the New Mexico election official mentioned above.  Because the poll 
workers did not know how to operate the accessible voting machine, they asked Nikki and her 
husband to return later in the afternoon when the booth would be working.  When they returned, 
Nikki asked if she could have her husband assist her with voting in the booth, a right given to her 
by the Voting Rights Act (Guthrie and Picard, 2020).  Unfortunately, the poll workers were 
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unaware of this law and denied her the accommodation, thus violating federal law (Guthrie and 
Picard, 2020).  It is unlikely that this is an isolated incident.  To prevent incidents like this from 
occurring, the departments or officials responsible for training polling place workers prior to 
elections must ensure that workers are well educated about the rights of disabled voters. 
 A lack of education about voting laws is a persistent issue among poll workers.  In March 
of this year, residents in Ellington, CT (Republican-leaning rural town) discovered that 
Connecticut does not require voters to present a photo ID at their polling location, but local poll 
workers have been requiring it for years.  One resident stated that she has known about this law 
for quite some time and when she “noted to the poll worker that by state law my license wasn’t 
required” while trying to vote in the 2020 election, the worker informed her that “someone told 
[them] it was” (Platt, 2021).  The Democratic Registrar for the town responded to the Facebook 
post saying that all polling place workers are told voters do not need to provide a photo ID, but 
that as the day of an election goes on workers may either forget their training or feel rushed to 
move people through the line as fast as possible, resulting in them requiring potential voters to 
show an ID (Timms-Ferrara, 2021).  I reached out to Allyson Platt, the resident who first posted 
about the de facto ID requirement, for permission to cite her Facebook post and she informed 
that this was not the only “glitch” she has noticed regarding voting in Ellington.  On Election 
Day in November 2020, Platt witnessed two different people request wheelchairs and the ability 
to wait inside (rather than socially distanced outside) as the temperature was only 40°F.  Both 
times, Platt saw “confusion among poll workers” and said it seemed like “the plan and locations 
of wheelchairs were not shared with all those working” (A. Platt, personal communication, 
March 30, 2021).  Platt’s experiences at her local polling place only serve to highlight the 
importance of properly educating poll workers on federal laws, state laws, and even local 
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practice (such as where wheelchairs or personal identification affidavits are kept). 
 Although less recent, journalist Matt Vasilogambros with the Pew Research Center 
conducted a study that looked at how disabled voters in different states across the country were 
“blocked from the ballot box” during the 2016 election (Vasilogambros, 2018).  Vasilogambros 
presented in-depth case studies from four states – Nebraska, West Virginia, Colorado, and 
Washington D.C. – as well as a general overview of the declining rates of voter participation in 
the disabled community from the 2008 presidential election to the 2016 presidential election 
(“from 57.3% in 2008 to…55.9% in 2016”) (Vasilogambros, 2018).  With the four specific 
states, Vasilogambros reports barriers faced by disabled voters in Nebraska and West Virginia 
and compares that to how officials in Colorado and Washington D.C. are working to combat 
inaccessibility. 
 In Nebraska (Republican-leaning), Vasilogambros interviewed a disabled woman named 
Kathy Hoell, “who uses a powered wheelchair and has a brain injury that causes her to speak in a 
strained and raspy voice” (Vasilogambros, 2018).  Because of this, Hoell says poll workers have 
told her on multiple occasions that she is not allowed to vote because they do not think she is 
smart enough to do so.  She has also been turned away from the polls because workers either do 
not know how to or do no want to turn on the accessible voting machine, and on occasion poll 
workers have told her the only way to get to the voting room is by using the stairs and did not 
provide her with an accessible route via elevator or ramp (Vasilogambros, 2018).  Hoell’s 
experiences are much more extreme and blatant forms of voter discrimination than what I 
discovered in my own research, but her story should not be discounted as an outlier or a rare 
occurrence.  Instead, it should serve as a reminder that voting-eligible disabled people are still 
often turned away from the polls, despite federal protections, due to a lack of understanding and 
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stigmatization of disabilities from the general public. 
 West Virginia (Republican-leaning) represents a challenge that is unique to rural, low 
populated states.  In this state, Vasilogambros found that “just 46% of West Virginians with 
disabilities who were eligible to vote participated in the 2016 election” (Vasilogambros, 2018).  
As it turns out, the reason for such low voter turnout is due to transportation barriers.  While 
large cities or suburban areas may have several polling locations within a couple miles from each 
other, the mountainous geography of West Virginia results in polling places being spread out.  
For disabled residents who either cannot or do not drive, this can provide a serious challenge as 
public transportation options may be severely limited, and walking is not always an option due to 
disability status, distance, or weather.  Additionally, polling locations are “often located in 
outdated buildings” that are exempt from the ADA due to their age.  This means that disabled 
voters who are able to get to a polling location may still be turned away from voting if the 
building is not wheelchair accessible or lacks automatic door openers. 
 Officials in Washington D.C. (strongly Democratic) and Colorado (Democratic-leaning) 
have been working diligently to try and reduce the number of barriers disabled voters may face at 
the polls.  In Washington D.C., specifically, poll workers are trained on how to use the accessible 
voting machines and are told to “ask every voter whether they want to use a paper ballot or a 
machine, taking away any excuse for unplugged machines or untrained workers” 
(Vasilogambros, 2018).  This approach also removes the pressure from disabled voters to feel 
compelled to disclose their disability status if they are not comfortable doing so.  While Colorado 
has not yet implemented this practice, the state still has one of the highest rates of disabled voter 
participation in the country at 69% (Vasilogambros, 2018).  The organization, Disability Law 
Colorado, is responsible for such a high number.  Members of the organization, in partnership 
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with the CO Secretary of State, travel to every county in the state to make sure all of the 
buildings are ADA and HAVA compliant, and that local clerks are aware of federal regulations 
that must be met (Vasilogambros, 2018).  The state is more than well on its way to becoming a 
national leader in voting accessibility, but Disability Law Colorado and local officials still 
receive complaints from disabled voters that they are told by poll workers that “they don’t look 
like they need the accessible voting booths” (Vasilogambros, 2018).  However, poll workers do 
not have the ability to decide who should and should not use an accessible voting machine.  To 
combat this problem, it may be helpful to use the same strategy seen in Washington D.C., where 
all voters are asked about their preferred voting method when they arrive at the polls. 
Lawsuits 
 Unfortunately, simple communications between disabled voters and local officials are not 
always enough to fix problems of inaccessibility.  In 2017 and 2019, the Chicago Board of 
Elections (IL, strongly Democratic city ) and the Ocean and Union County Boards of Elections 
(NJ, Republican-leaning and Democratic-leaning), respectively, reached settlements with the 
U.S. Attorney’s office, requiring the three Boards to comply with the ADA (United States, 2017) 
(United States, 2019).  In early 2020, the U.S. Attorney’s office launched an investigation into 
the level of ADA compliance at polling locations in the 60 southern counties of Indiana 
(Republican-leaning state) (United States, 2020).  Although lawsuits were not needed in the 
cases of Chicago and New Jersey, it is a bit surprising to see that intervention from the federal 
government is still needed to ensure ADA compliance, over a decade and a half after its 
implementation. 
 The investigation into the accessibility of polling places in Chicago came after the 
Department of Justice found over 100 polling places in the city were inaccessible to people who 
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use wheelchairs, have other physical disabilities, or are blind (United States, 2017).  The 
Department of Justice asked the group Equip for Equality, an advocacy group for disabled 
voters, to investigate 1,000 other polling locations in Chicago, some of which were also found to 
be inaccessible (United States, 2017).  Rather than bringing a lawsuit against the Chicago Board 
of Elections, the federal government decided that, for the time being, they would work with the 
Board to increase accessibility at all polling places in the city.  The Board was mandated to train 
“all precinct coordinators on how to install and maintain any temporary equipment and 
accessibility items…[and] must maintain in working order all facilities and equipment, including 
lifts, elevators and ramps, that are needed to make polling sites accessible to individuals with 
disabilities” regardless of whether the election taking place is a general election, primary 
election, or if it is an early-voting period (United States, 2017).  The U.S. Attorney’s office 
retained the right to bring a civil suit against the Board if it found that the Board was violating 
the settlement purposefully or accidentally, but as of March 2021, no such suit has been brought 
forth. 
 A similar investigation took place at over 100 polling locations in Ocean and Union 
Counties in New Jersey over a period of four elections from 2015 to 2019 (United States, 2019).  
Again, the Department of Justice found that “many of those polling places had physical barriers 
to access, potentially impeding voters who have mobility or vision impairments” (United States, 
2019).  In these cases, as well, the Department decided not to bring a lawsuit against the two 
counties, so long as they cooperated with the U.S. Attorney’s Office and implemented the 
necessary steps to make all polling locations in the counties accessible to disabled voters.  The 
requirements included installing temporary ramps and signs at polling locations where 
permanent ones are not present, providing training to “poll workers on the requirements of the 
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ADA and how to use [the] temporary measures,” and continuing to survey polling places prior to 
future Election Days to make sure the locations remain ADA compliant (United States, 2019).  
As of March 2021, no further federal investigation has taken place in the counties, nor has a 
lawsuit been brought against either county, so one can assume that Ocean and Union counties 
have maintained accessible polling places. 
 The investigation into the southern-most 60 counties in Indiana began on March 6, 2020 
and has yet to be concluded.  However, the U.S. Attorney heading the investigation, Josh J. 
Minkler, stated that the investigation is the result of “congressionally-mandated responsibility to 
review compliance with the ADA,” rather than outside complaints against specific counties or 
polling places (United States, 2020).  At the start of the investigation, local officials from all 60 
counties were asked to fill out a survey regarding the accessibility of polling places in their 
specific counties (United States, 2020).  The results of the surveys will then be used to decide 
which polling places will receive “on-site inspections…to evaluate compliance with federal 
ADA regulations” (United States, 2020).  If the Department of Justice finds that a county is 
noncompliant with the ADA, the county will either be able to solve inaccessibility problems 
“informally” or enter a Voluntary Compliance Agreement with the federal government; if a 
county refuses to enter such agreement or is “found to be engaging in a pattern or practice of 
discrimination,” the Department has the ability to bring a civil lawsuit against the 
county/counties – similar to the clauses in the Chicago and New Jersey investigations (United 
States, 2020).  At this time, there are currently no results from the investigations, and it is not 
known if investigations were halted or delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Discussion on the Use of Survey Research 
 As is seen in this study, the use of surveys does not always guarantee the expected rate of 
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response.  For example, at the beginning of my research design I originally anticipated receiving 
at least 40 responses total, between local election officials and disabled voters.  In reality, I only 
received 12 total response.  This challenge is not unique to this survey, though.  The method has 
become more widely used in recent years, and there are many articles that document the 
disadvantages (and advantages) of survey research. 
 Dr. Kevin Wright, a professor of Communications at George Mason University, 
began researching the strengths and weaknesses of online survey research in 2005.  In his article 
for the Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication, Wright states that the most common 
drawback to online surveys are sampling biases or errors (Wright, 2005).  Two of the most 
prominent sampling issues for surveys distributed by email – such as my own – are the inability 
to track the number of non-responses (people who received the survey and chose not to respond) 
and self-selection bias amongst participants who do respond to the survey (Wright, 2005).  
Wright notes that for surveys distributed in-person or through snail mail, researchers are able to 
document the number of participants who were asked to fill out the survey and the number of 
those that declined to do so (Wright, 2005).  In my own study, I was able to know the non-
response rate for local election officials by comparing the number of officials I sent my survey 
too and comparing that to the number of responses I received (a 95.833% non-response rate for 
the survey alone).  However, to survey disabled voters, I asked community leaders for their 
assistance in distributing my survey to members of the local Deaf, Blind, or physically disabled 
association groups they run.  Because of this delegation of responsibility, I am unable to know 1. 
Whether community leaders sent my survey to their members in the first place, 2. If they did, 
how many people it was sent to, and 3. In the case of the CT Association of the Deaf, how many 
people received the survey and did not respond. 
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Wright also says, “there are undoubtedly some individuals who are more likely than 
others to complete an online survey” (Wright, 2005).  For the purposes of this research, those 
people are likely to be disabled voters who have either had very positive or very negative 
experiences voting and want to share their story or suggestions, or election officials who feel 
they are doing a very good job ensuring polling place accessibility.  Disabled voters who have 
only had neutral experiences may be less inclined to complete my survey if they feel their story 
is less interesting or if they do not have strong opinions about changes they would like to see.  
Similarly, election officials may not respond to my survey if their office has never had any 
experiences regarding voting accessibility (good or bad), or if their office has only received 
negative reviews or complaints and they do not want to make that known. 
Despite these drawbacks, online surveys can make it much easier and less expensive for 
researchers to reach geographically distant communities.  Researchers Samúel Lefever, Michael 
Dal, and Ásrún Matthíasdóttir touch on this in their article “Online Data Collection in Academic 
Research: Advantages and Limitations.”  In the article, Lefever, Dal, and Matthíasdóttir say they 
used online surveys distributed by email to survey teachers and students about the use of 
technology in the classrooms at high schools across Iceland (Lefever et al., 2006).  The use of 
electronic surveys allowed them to include rural, more isolated communities in their research, 
without needing to factor in the cost and time to travel to such communities or hire additional 
staff to help distribute the surveys (Lefever et al., 2006).  The low cost of distributing online 
surveys is one of the biggest advantages to using such a method. 
In my own research, the ability to create and distribute a survey for no cost using Google 
Forms and Gmail made it possible for me to reach election administrators and disabled voters in 
states as far away as Oklahoma and New Mexico.  If I were only able to use physical surveys 
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distributed face-to-face with people, my research would have been limited in two ways.  First, I 
would have only been able to include election officials and disabled voters from Massachusetts 
and the surrounding New England states, as they are the only states I could easily travel to by car 
or train.  Secondly, I would have had to factor in the costs of printing adequate numbers of 
physical paper surveys, creating braille and auditory versions of the survey for Blind and Deaf-
Blind participants, and hiring an ASL interpreter for each expedition.  Instead, the use of the 
internet allowed me to create a screen-reader accessible survey that could be distributed across 
the country for free, and an ASL interpreter was only hired when needed for interviews. 
Conclusion 
 This study sought to discover the main problems of polling place accessibility for Deaf, 
Blind, and physically disabled voters, and whether the size and partisanship of one’s town and 
state had any major effects on the level of accessibility at polling places.  At the outset of my 
research, I expected Democratic-leaning suburbs to be the most accessible location for disabled 
voters, Republican-leaning states to be the least accessible regardless of the size or partisanship 
of a local town, and Democratic-leaning cities, suburbs, and rural towns to have the most 
welcoming and accepting polling place workers.  Instead, I found that polling place accessibility 
has little to do with the size and partisanship of towns and states and is almost entirely dependent 
on individual workers at polling locations.  It is the “street level bureaucrats” – the poll workers 
– who engage ableist and discriminatory behaviors that impede disabled people’s ability to vote. 
 In my own research, I spoke with two disabled voters, a disability rights advocate, and a 
local citizen who were all from Republican-leaning cities or rural towns in a Democratic-leaning 
state (Connecticut).  Across the board, each individual said they feel their state is doing the best 
it can and that local and state officials are open to feedback, but they wish there was more 
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training given to local polling place workers about local voter ID laws or how to use the 
accessible voting machines.  An election official from a Republican-leaning city in a 
Democratic-leaning state (New Mexico), said she solved this problem in her own city by creating 
one-page FAQs for each poll worker to have on-hand during Election Days.  The FAQ sheets 
give workers easy access instructions for the accessible voting machines and have reminders for 
voter ID laws and federal voting rights for disabled people. 
 Due to a small sample size in my research, I was not able to determine which region of 
the U.S. is most or least accessible to disabled voters, as a majority of respondents were from 
Connecticut.  I did, however, supplement my data with case studies about poll accessibility in 
Colorado (Democrat-leaning), Washington D.C. (strong Democrat), Nebraska (Republican-
leaning), and West Virginia (Republican-leaning).  In only one state, West Virginia, were there 
significant barriers caused by anything other than polling place workers.  Because of the 
geography of West Virginia, polling locations are very spread out, making it difficult for 
disabled voters without access to a car or who have strict medication or dietary schedules to 
participate in voting.  In Nebraska and Colorado, though, the inaccessibility of polling places 
often came from workers telling disabled voters they did not look like they needed to use the 
accessible voting machine, not directing wheelchair users to ramps or elevators and instead only 
giving them stair-access directions, or directly telling disabled voters that they (the worker) did 
not think the disabled person was smart enough to vote.  Only in Washington D.C. were workers 
fully trained on how to comfortably operate the accessible voting machines and ask all voters if 
they would prefer to use that or a paper ballot. 
 The ramifications of this study are very notable.  While it is important for all levels of 
government to ensure that polling places across the country remain ADA compliant, there must 
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also be broad reforms in the training of polling place workers, whether at a state or federal level.  
As one interviewee said, “non-standardization is the biggest inhibition to accessibility.”  Even 
within the same state or in neighboring towns, polling place workers may receive different levels 
of training in terms of how in-depth local officials go in explaining applicable voting rights laws 
or standard practices for the location of wheelchairs or manuals for the accessible voting 
machines.  Polling places across the country may want to consider implementing the practices 
from Washington D.C. and New Mexico of asking all voters whether they’d like a paper ballot or 
accessible booth and creating FAQ sheets for every worker to have on hand.  Additionally, it 
would be beneficial for polling places to have ASL interpreters on-site for the entirety of 
Election Days, to allow for greater communication access for the Deaf community.  By ensuring 
that poll workers are comfortable with their own responsibilities and knowledgeable of 
applicable laws, there is less room for a worker to prohibit a disabled person from voting due to 
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Lists of Survey Questions 
• Survey Questions for Disabled Voters: 
1. What state do you live in? (Drop down of all 50 states) 
2. How would you describe your disability? (Deaf, Blind, Wheelchair user, Mobility 
problems, Other) 
3. Do you identify more as a Republican, Democrat, or Independent? (Republican, 
Democrat, Independent) 
4. Did you vote in the most recent election? (Yes, No) 
5. Please rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
“Polling place workers where I go to vote are very welcoming.” (Strongly Agree, 
Agree, Neither agree nor disagree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree) 
6. How easy was it for you to vote? (Open ended) 
7. Have you ever faced any accessibility challenges at your polling place when 
trying to vote? (Yes, No) 
▪ If yes, how would you like to see these barriers addressed in the future? 
(Open ended) 
8. Has the COVID-19 pandemic created any new barriers to voting? (Open ended) 
9. Have you contacted your local officials about any problems you have had? (Yes, 
No) 
▪ If yes, how did they respond? (Open ended) 
▪ If no, why not? (Open ended) 
10. What is your gender identity? (Female, Male, Non-binary, Prefer not to say) 
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11. What is your age range? (18-29 years old, 30-49 years old, 50-69 years old,70 or 
older) 
12. What is your race? (Asian, Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, 
Middle Eastern, Native American or Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander, White, Two or more races) 
13. If you are interested in discussing your responses further, please enter your email 
below to be contacted for an interview. (Textbox) 
• Survey Questions for Election Officials 
1. What state do you work in? (Drop down of all 50 states) 
2. What type of government do you work for? (County, City, Town, Other) 
3. What role does your office play in administering elections? (Open ended) 
4. In what ways does your office support voters with disabilities? (Open ended) 
5. Has your office ever received complaints or suggestions from voters with 
disabilities on how to improve access to voting? (Yes, No) 
▪ If yes, how did your office respond? (Open ended) 
6. Has your office ever surveyed local residents about their views on how accessible 
polling places are to them? (Yes, No) 
▪ If yes, what were the results? (Open ended) 
7. How easy is it for Deaf voters to have access to an interpreter when they go to the 
polls? (Very easy – interpreters on site, Somewhat easy – interpreters must be 
requested ahead of time, Not very easy – voting district does not have access to 
American Sign Language interpreters) 
8. Are braille ballots available upon request at polling stations for blind voters, or do 
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they need to be requested ahead of time? (Available upon request on Election 
Day, Must be requested ahead of time) 
9. To the best of your knowledge, how long would you estimate the average wait 
time is to vote? (15 minutes or less, 15 to 30 minutes, 30-45 minutes, 45 minutes 
to 1 hour, 1 hour or longer) 
10. Did wait times increase substantially this year due to social distancing 
requirements? (Yes, No) 
11. Is there anything specific you would like to ese implemented to help disabled 
voters access the polls better? (Open ended) 
12. What is your gender identity (Male, Female, Non-binary, Prefer not to say) 
13. What is your age range? (18-29 years old, 30-49 years old, 50-69 years old, 70 or 
older) 
14. What is your race? (Asian, Black or African American, Hispanic or Latino, 
Middle Eastern, Native American or Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander, White, Two or more races) 
15. If you are interested in discussing your responses further, please enter your email 
below to be contacted for an interview. (Textbox) 
 
